Studies of DNA-protein interactions by gel electrophoresis.
The use of gel electrophoresis in studies of nucleic acid-protein (especially DNA-protein) interactions has yielded much qualitative and quantitative information about a variety of such systems. The reduction in mobility of complexes relative to free DNA allows isolation and characterization of the complexes as well as determination of thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the interactions. This article begins with a review of recent applications of the "gel retardation" assay, by way of introduction to experiments in two areas. In the first, a hypothesis is tested regarding whether a DNA molecule with sizable proteins bound very near to each end migrates through a polyacrylamide gel differently than does the corresponding complex having the proteins in the middle of the DNA fragment. The data show little mobility differences for these types of complexes, implying that both may move in a linear, "snakelike", manner through the gel. The experiments also provide results pertaining to questions of DNA bending caused by the binding of the E. coli catabolite activator protein (CAP) and RNA polymerase to the lactose promoter region. It appears that DNA bending by CAP at its wild type lac binding site is retained in complexes where RNA polymerase is bound simultaneously at the lac UV5 promoter.